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SUMMARY
The aim of this document is to describe briefly EMIR, its subsystems and the running
of the instrument from the point of view of the user astronomer. The information is
intended to help select the best strategy during the preparation of the observations. This
is a live document which is being updated during the commissioning phase of EMIR
at the GTC. It is also expected that the experience gained during EMIR operations by
different groups can also contribute to this document.
For more technical information, see the Applicable and Reference Documents in the
Annex list.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This manual is intended to provide the user astronomer with an overview of the EMIR
observing capabilities and help design the best observing strategy for each specific
program. This is a live document that will be updated frequently in the early operation
of EMIR@GTC, hopefully including comments from users other than those involved
in the instrumental development. As such, some of the information and prescriptions
given below should be treated with some caution.

2. INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Technical description
EMIR (Espectrógrafo Multiobjeto Infrarrojo) is a common-user, wide-field, nearinfrared camera-spectrograph operating in the range 0.9–2.5 µm, using cryogenic
multi-slit masks. EMIR is a first generation instrument installed at the Nasmyth focus
of the GTC.
EMIR equipment includes three advanced technology subsystems: a robotic
reconfigurable slit system or Configurable Slit Unit (CSU), which allows taking
spectra of up to 55 objects simultaneously; high resolution dispersive elements formed
by inserting high quality diffraction gratings in between large prisms made of high
refractive index material (ZnSe); a 3D translation table, the Detector Translation Unit
(DTU) which can move the detector along the optical axis (Z) for refocusing as well
as positioning it with subpixel accuracy in the XY plane; and the 2048x2048 pixels
HAWAII-2 FPA designed for the NIR (Figure 1).

Figure 1 EMIR Opto-Mechanical design. The light enters through the Cryostat Window and then the
beam encounters the CSU at the focal plane. Next, the light crosses the first Collimator Barrel, then
enters through the Periscope, the second collimator barrel, the Grisms Wheel, the Camera Barrel, the
Filter Wheels, and finally reaching the Detector Assembly (DA) which is mounted onto an XYZ
mechanism, DTU (upper side of the figure on the right panel). The optical train is depicted in the left
panel and more schematically on Figure 3.
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EMIR is one of the first cryogenic multi-object spectrographs on a 10m class telescope
that is capable of observing in the K band at 2.2µm. It operates at intermediate
resolutions (R of 4000-5000 depending on wavelength and slit width), sufficient to
study a vast number of astrophysical cases. EMIR will open, for the first time, the study
of the nature of galaxies at redshifts beyond z=2 with unprecedented depth and area.
At these redshifts, the well-studied visible rest-frame of galaxies, in particular the
strong Hα line, is shifted to the K band, allowing access to key diagnostics of the star
formation history of the Universe.

Figure 2 Several views of EMIR in the AIV
room at the IAC and on the Nasmyth platform
at GTC.

The instrument design was largely determined by the requirements of its main
scientific driver, the study of distant, faint galaxies. Being a common-user instrument,
however, it has been designed to meet many of the broadest expectations of the
astronomical community. The project is led by the IAC with the participation of the
Laboratoire d'Astrophysique - Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées (France), the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid and the Laboratoire d'Astrophysique - Observatoire de
Marseille (France).
2.1.1 EMIR system parameters
Focal Station

GTC Nasmyth-A

Wavelength range

0.9 - 2.5 µm
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Detector array format

HAWAII-2 FPA; HgCdTe 2048x2048

Pixel scale at detector

0.1945 arcsec per pixel (img and spec)

2.1.2 Observing modes
2.1.2.1

2.1.2.2

Imaging

Field of View

6,64x6,64 arcmin2

Filters

Bb: YJHKS
Nb: Brg, FeII, H2(1-0), H2(2-1), + cont. filters

Limiting magnitude

TBC

Spectroscopy

Field of View

6,64x4 arcmin2

Multi-slits

Multi-slit masks with up to 55
slitlets (only 53 can be used with
the safety margin)

Dispersive element
suite

HR: J, H, K. One window at a time.
LR: YJ or HK, selectable range.

Spectral resolving
power

4000-5000 for J, H and K band
987 for YJ and HK

Limiting magnitude

TBC

Figure 3 The light path inside EMIR.

2.2 EMIR main subsystems
The mechanical layout of the instrument has been derived from the optical design,
taking into account the Nasmyth space envelope (see Figure 1 and Figure 3). When the
light beam enters the cryostat through the Cryostat Window it first passes through the
Radiation Baffle which rejects stray light, thus limiting the incoming radiation, and the
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beam then encounters the CSU at the focal plane. One step beyond, the light crosses
the first Collimator Barrel, and then enters through the Periscope where the beam is
folded twice by means of flat mirrors. Right at the exit of the Periscope, the second
collimator barrel precedes the Grisms Wheel, which carries multiple dispersive
elements that can be remotely selected and introduced into the light path. Then the
Camera Barrel guides the light to the Filter Wheels, finally reaching the Detector
Assembly (DA) which is mounted on an XYZ mechanism, the DTU.
2.2.1 DTU: Detector Translation Unit
In EMIR it is necessary to move the detector in three axes: Z axis provides the
capability of refocusing the image; X and Y axes movements allow for compensation
of image motion in the focal plane while rotating, achieving a stable image on the
detector. It is planned that the DTU also be used to improve the spectral and spatial
resolution of the stare observations.
Table 1 Motion ranges with the DTU.
Axis

Range

X-Y Fine mode

±50 µm

X-Y Raw mode

±400 µm

Z (EMIR Focus)

±2.0 mm

The unit is capable of moving with extremely high accuracy and virtually zero run-out.
These features are used to keep the image/spectrum frozen on the detector whilst
rotating the instrument during the integration. Figure 4 gives the performances actually
measured at GTC during commissioning.
In normal use, the functioning of the DTU will provide a smooth observing platform
with the image position virtually frozen on the detector, without any intervention or
action required from the user.

•
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Figure 4 Top left panel: the X and Y offsets plotted for no movement of the DTU. The red line
shows the result of a fit to the X and Y data. Top right panel: difference between the fit and the
measured points. Bottom panels: offsets in X and Y after applying correction. Measurements were
made from -180º to 270º (black) and then in the reverse direction, 180º to -270º (red), so the effects
of any hysteresis are visible. The green curves give the average, which is the final correction.

2.2.2 CSU: Configurable Slit Unit (Focal Plane Slits)
The CSU is a cryogenic robotic system which can be remotely reconfigured to form
the multi-slit pattern inside the instrument, and is attached onto the focal plane (Figure
5). Sliding bars, which come in and out of the field of view, block a portion of the light
beam, creating slit patterns. Bars are laid in two groups of 55 bars, placed on each side
of the CSU. The multi-slit pattern is achieved by positioning each of the bar pairs in
the field of view. The long slit pattern is a multi-slit pattern with all the slits lined up
in a single, longer slit.
The CSU is possibly the most remarkable mechanism in EMIR. This subsystem has
obvious functional and operational advantages with respect to the more classical
approach of interchangeable multi-slit masks. During the verification phase in the
laboratory it has been measured to provide a precision and repeatability at a level below
0.1 pixel during positioning.
The user can specify the CSU observing configuration via a dedicated application,
OSP, available at the EMIR web site:
http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/observing-with-emir/observingtools/osp.php.
2.2.3 Detector
2.2.3.1

Main characteristics

EMIR is equipped with a HAWAII-2 FPA IR detector manufactured by Teledyne1. It
is a HgCdTe array of 2048x2048 pixels (each 18 µm square), that operates between
0.9 and 2.5 µm and is optimized in the K band (~2.1 µm) at cryogenic temperatures.
The detector is physically divided into 4 quadrants, each of 1024x1024 px. Each
1

http://www.teledyne-si.com/pdf-imaging/Teledyne%20Imaging%20Sensors%20-%20Visible%20SPIE%20
Paper%20_7021-01_.pdf
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quadrant is read through 8 channels, thereby permitting a full frame rate of slightly
over 1fr/sec. The read of the 32 channels is performed simultaneously. Table 2 gives
some detector parameters of interest.

Figure 5 Detail of a CSU configuration during the AIV Phase.
2.2.3.2

Read-out modes

There are several basic operations, at pixel level, that are used as building blocks for
designing the various read-out modes in the EMIR detector. These operations, applied
to a pixel are:
•
•
•
•

Selecting the pixel.
Resetting the pixel.
Let the pixel accumulate light.
Reading the pixel.
Table 2 Basic parameters of the detector.
Detector Characteristics

Value

Pixel size

18 µm/pixel

Filling factor

90

Dark Current

< 0.01 e-/h

Read noise

6.2 adu, single read
16.66 e-, 10 reads per ramp

Gain

3.33 e-/adu

Well depth (<1% linearity)

42571±727 adu

Quantum efficiency (77K)

85%@2.20µm
80%@1.60µm
65%@1.25µm

Cosmetic

Bad pixels: 0.05%
Hot pixels: 1.11%
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Reading a pixel means to measure the amount of charge received since the last reset.
In the Hawaii-2 detector when a pixel is read its charge is not affected so it is always a
non-destructive readout. The only way to eliminate the charge is by resetting the pixel.
This contrasts with CCD detectors when, in order to read a pixel, its charge has to be
moved to the output amplifiers through the detector. In the Hawaii-2 detector, the
charge is not affected. The pixel voltage is connected directly to the output amplifiers
without having to move its charge.
By combining in predefined ways the basic operations on the pixels, the following
read-out modes are in service in EMIR. The description in the following subsections
uses the following convention (Figure 6):
•
•
•

Integration Time (TINT): total effective time accumulating photons.
Exposure Time (TEXP): integration time in a single readout sequence.
TINT=NSEC*TEXP, where NSEC is the number of readout sequences to be
executed.
Sequence Time (TSEQ): total time spent in a detector sequence. Hence, the
total time spent in an integration, not accounting for the rest of the overheads,
is NSEC*TSEQ.

Figure 6 Basic scheme of the EMIR detector readout. A general case of Fowler with N=3.
2.2.3.2.1

•

Simple readout

Each pixel is reset and then the light falls on it for a given time. After this time
the pixel value is read, the pixel is reset and the process starts once again. Main
advantage:
One can achieve the fastest frame rate since it only has one readout of the
detector.

•
•

Main drawback:
When resetting one pixel there is some noise associated with this process. The
reset is not perfect. The initial value after reset varies randomly and it is seen
as noise. This is known as reset noise. Mode specifics:
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User parameters:
o TINT, from which NSEC is computed assuming TEXP=1055.202ms.
o TSEQ: 1056.230 ms.
o TEXP: varies between 1055.210 and 1056.221 ms, along each detector
channel row (128 pxs). The bias correction partly compensates this
exposure time variation, leaving an approximately uniform exposure
time of 1055.202 ms.
o Efficiency (on source time vs. total time): 91%
o The acquisition software adds 1 to the user specified figure of number
of sequences. In the post processing, the first sequence is discarded.

2.2.3.2.2

Correlated Double Sampling (CDS)

Each pixel is reset, read immediately after this (to measure the initial value after reset),
then allowed to receive light for a given period of time and, finally, read again. After
this, the process of Reset-Read-Integration-Read can start again.
Main advantage: The main advantage is that the reset noise is eliminated, since
it measures the initial value. The final value of each pixel is calculated as the
difference between the values of the second and the first readout.
•

Main drawbacks:
The detector has to be read twice in order to obtain a single image. This limits
the maximum frame rate with this scheme.
The read noise is increased by a factor of √2 with respect to single readout.
Anyway, for these detectors, readout noise is much less than KTC noise or reset
noise.

•
•

Mode specifics:
User parameters:
o TINT, from which NSEC is computed after the best choice of TEXP
within the available set.
o TSEQ: varies with TEXP, as follows:

TSEQ = TEXP +1055,289 [ms]

(1)

o TEXP: uniform among pixels. Bias correction not needed for this mode.
o Efficiency (on source time vs. total time): varies with TEXP. 90% for
TEXP= 10s.
2.2.3.2.3

Fowler sampling

It is similar to CDS but, in this case NR, number of reads, are performed after the reset,
then the integration time starts and, after some integration time, NR reads are
performed again. The advantages are similar to those of the CDS system (a particular
case with N=1) but the signal-to-noise ratio is increased since it can average several
images. There are, however, some other factors that will increase the final noise when
increasing the number of reads, such as heating of the read-out electronics.
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Mode specifics:
User parameters:
o TINT, from which NSEC is computed after the best choice of
(NR,TEXP) within the available set.
o TSEQ: varies with TEXP, as follows:

TSEQ = TEXP + NR *1055,289 [ms]

(2)

o TEXP: uniform among pixels. Bias correction not needed for this mode.
o Efficiency (on-source time vs. total time): varies with TEXP. 70% for
TEXP= 10s, with NR=4.
2.2.3.2.4

Ramp sampling

This mode is referred to as FUR (Follow Up the Ramp) in some descriptions. The
detector is reset and NR readouts are performed before it is reset again. The readouts
are equidistantly distributed along the integration ramp. In the reduction process, a
linear straight fit is performed and the figure of the slope is given as a result.
•
•

Mode specifics:
User parameters:
o TINT, from which NSEC is computed after the best choice of
(NR,TEXP) within the available set.
o TSEQ: varies with TEXP, as follows:

TSEQ = TEXP +1055,289 [ms]

(3)

o TEXP: uniform among pixels. Bias correction not needed for this mode.
o Efficiency (on source time vs. total time): varies with TEXP. 90% for
TEXP= 10s, with NR=4.
2.2.3.2.5

Multiple Fowler

In this mode the detector is reset and several groups of continuous readouts are
performed before it is reset again. The groups are equidistantly distributed along the
integration ramp. In the reduction process, a linear straight fit is performed on the
averages of each group, and the figure of the slope is given as a result.
This mode will only be selected for Dark Current measurements (TBD).
2.2.3.2.6

Final usable modes

To prevent anomalous behaviour of the detector due to charge drift, some readout
modes have been chosen and calibrated to alleviate this effect. These modes are:
•
•

CDS with Texp (s): 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15(hereafter
[1:15:1]s). Note that the initial timing is 1.5s, not 1s as it could be inferred from
the abbreviation.
Ramps with Texp(s)/n_points: 20/5, 30/5, 60/10 and 120/10, 160/13, 200/16,
240/19, 280/22, 320/25 and 360/28 (hereafter [120:360:40]s).
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3. INSTRUMENT FEATURES AND KNOWN PROBLEMS
•
•

•
•

Long time to reconfigure the Grism Wheel, resulting in overheads >1.5 min.
Long time to reconfigure the LS/MOS patterns. Due to reliability concerns, the
CSU is operated at voltage lower than nominal that results in longer
reconfiguration times. These average between 6 and 8 minutes, but can be as
long as 10-11 minutes.
Due to system reliability and to avoid excessive wear, the CSU can only be
configured with the instrument rotator placed close to either at 90º or -90º,
which sets an additional lead time to LS/MOS configuration.
There are systematic drifts in the detector signal, at low count level, which are
most probably due to the differential heating of detector areas at the beginning
of each read. This effect can be measured and calibrated, which has been done
but only for a selected set of detector configurations, namely:
o CDS: [1:15:1]s.
o RAMP: 5 read points with 20 and 30 s of exposure time; 10 read points
with 60, and [120:360:40]s of exposure time with [10:28:3] reads.
These are the only detector read modes allowed by the system. Other
configurations could be used in engineering mode, but will remain uncorrected
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for this drift. The amount of correction is below 50 counts (see

Figure 15) so it is unimportant for moderate to bright sources.
It is important to note that when the drift correction is applied, the dark current
is also subtracted from the raw images. Then, dark current correction is no
longer needed after this correction.
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It is also worth noting that the drift correction is not perfect so after applying it,
there is still a residual drift in the detector reads which are left uncorrected. The
readout scheme, in both CDS and RAMP modes, now incorporates additional
no data-productive (ND) reads which also help in making the drift smaller. In
short, that means that in between normal detector reads, each one producing a
data frame, the detector is read in the same way but without sending data to the
controller. Thus, this additional ND reads are totally transparent to the users,
but have influence in the detector behaviour.
So the minimum allowable integration time is 1.5s (1*CDS 1.5s). And the
maximum integration time with just 1 detector readout sequence is 360s (while
this long individual exposure times will result in a time difference between
consecutive frames which exceed the maximum recommended for a proper sky
subtraction). Please, note that in the case of just one readout sequence, exposure
time and integration time, as defined in 2.2.3.2, coincide. Other integration
times can be achieved by taking multiple sequences with a given individual
exposure time selected from the list above.
•

The tilt in the detector assembly with respect to the nominal position has been
largely corrected, while there is still a residual tilt on which it is planned to
actuate in the next opening. As a result, the lost in image quality, both in image
and spectral mode, is now within tolerable margins. As a side effect, the better
uniformity of the focus position on each band in each mode has permitted a
more accurate determination of the given values. Both effects combined result
in better performances for EMIR in image and spectral modes.
After the correction, the corresponding values are now:
Giro en X (horizontal, mrad): 2.133 +/- 0.191
Giro en Y (vertical, mrad): 4.414 +/- 0.319

These values are extracted from the measures shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Variation of the best focus position, measured with a CSU pattern, along the
detector. That shows the tilt of the detector with respect to the CSU in X and Y axes. Top
panels: results before correction. Bottom panels: same measurements after correction

In Figure 8, the variation of the FWHM across the image is shown. As can be seen, the
effect of the detector misalignment is only noticeable in the area of the small X
coordinates (left side in the X plot of Figure 8). The loss in image quality is at the level
of 20% in FWHM roughly in the first 250 pixels for 0.8 arcsec seeing. This effect is
much less important in cases of moderate to poor seeing, say over 1.5arcsecs. An
additional action is planned to further correct the detector tilt, although the
improvement will not be as large as in the previous action. The same information is
depicted in Figure 9, with a composite image using a large number of good seeing Ks
images. It can be seen how the image PSF FWHM is below or around 0.9 arcsecs with
median seeing of around 0.8 arcsecs in most of the EMIR image FOV.

Figure 8 Crude measurements of the FWHM vs detector axes of objects in a J-band
image of NGC2682. Values have been extracted with SEXTRACTOR.
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Figure 9 Representation of the PSF sizes on the detector. This has been made using
many Ks images in good seeing condition. The sizes of the circles are proportional to
the PSF size. The two small panels show the variation of the PSF with respect to the
X and Y pixels at the detector.

4. OBSERVING MODES
EMIR has two main observing modes: imaging and spectroscopy, which together make
the instrument both powerful and versatile. EMIR is equipped with two wheels for
passive optical elements: one that carries the dispersion units (Grism Wheel, GW) and
another with the filters (Filter Wheel, FW). To change between modes, the EMIR
subsystem involves the CSU and the GW. The instrumental configuration changes
involved in switching between both are the setting of a predefined multi-slit pattern at
the CSU and the selection of a given dispersing element placed in the Grism Wheel
(Figure 10). In image mode, the CSU is in the OPEN configuration and the Grism
Wheel is also set to OPEN.
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Figure 10 EMIR filter and grism wheels.

4.1 Image mode
In this mode, the sky image in a FOV of 6,7x6.7 arcmin formed by GTC is directly
focused onto the detector. The user can select the spectral band of interest out of the
14 available in the filter wheel, whose details are given in Table 3.
EMIR filters cover the full spectral range from 0.9 to 2.5 microns, with three sets of
filters: broad and narrow band, plus some order-sorting elements. Table 3 gives the
parameters measured in the IAC optical laboratory at room temperature at the centre
of the filter and with normal incidence (see Figure 11).
Table 3 List of available filters.

Cut-on λ Central λ Cut-off λ FWHM
Type
[nm]
[nm]
[nm]
[nm]
Y
965
1031,5
1098
133
Bb
J
1173,5
1253,25
1333
159,5
Bb
H
1488,5
1629
1769,5
281
Bb
K-short
2004
2160
2316
312
Bb
K
2073
2234
2395
322
Bb
K spect
2001
2214,25
2427,5
426,5
Bb
Fell
1632
1646,75
1661,5
29,5
Nb
Cont. Fell
1701
1714,35
1727,7
26,7
Nb
Brackett-gamma
2158
2175,5
2193
35
Nb
Cont. Br-gamma 2111,5
2126,5
2141,5
30
Nb
H2 (1-0)
2110
2125,25
2140,5
30.5
Nb
H2(2-1)
2234,5
2249
2263,5
29
Nb
YJ
899
1114,75
1330,5
431,5
Os
HK
1453,5
1929,25
2405
951,5
Os
FILTER

The transmission of the filters was measured with a Cary 5E spectrophotometer
available in the Optics Laboratory (IAC). The sampling interval was 0.1 nm and with
a bandwidth of 0.2 nm for all filters. The transmission was measured using a collimated
beam and at a temperature 20 ° C.
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Figure 11 Transmission curves of EMIR filters: Y, J, H, K, Kshort, Kspect, FeII, Continuum FeII,
Brackett-gamma, Continuum Brackett-gamma, H2(1-0), H2(2-1), YJ and HK.

4.1.1 Zero points
The zero point is defined as the magnitude of an object that would yield 1 ADU/s at zenith. Alternatively,
zero points can also be defined as the magnitude of an object that would yield 1 e /s at zenith. During
the commissioning periods up to now, the following ZPs have been measured several times. Those
reported in Table 4 are calculated using measurements of WFCAM@UKIRT targets, and are very well
aligned with other measurements of the same kind.
-

Table 4 Zero points in each filter in the Vega system

Filter

Zero Point
(1 ADU/s)

Zero Point
(1 e-/s)

Y

25.15±0.08

26.44±0.08
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J

25.15±0.11

26.44±0.11

H

25.31±0.16

26.60±0.16

Ks

24.92±0.13

26.22±0.13

Knowing the ZPs, the photometric magnitudes of a given object can be derived using
the standard equation:

(

)

mλ = ZPλ − 2.5 ∗ log10 Flux Texp − κ λ ∗(X − 1)
where k is the extinction coefficient and X is the airmass.
4.1.2 Pixel scale and FOV
During the commissioning phase, the plate scale has been measured to be 0.1943 arcsec
per pixel, with very high uniformity in the X and Y directions. Consequently, the
available FOV is 6.64x6.64 arcmin2. The user must be aware that:
•

There is small vignetting on each corner of a triangular form with roughly 70
pixels per side.

Figure 12 Astrometric calibration of the radial distorsion.

•

The radial distortion can be severe far from the detector centre, amounting to
around 10 pxs in the corner. This can be calibrated, see Figure 12, and that
calibration is inserted in the FITS header, whose WCS is in the ZPN system, of
the images to permit the user to correct the astrometry. Caution must be exerted
to make sure that the proper ZPN transformation is being used to compute the
astrometry, if need be.

4.2 Spectroscopy mode (MOS and LS)
In order to use either MOS or LS modes, a different configuration of the CSU must be
selected. A variety of long slits, that are listed in Table 6, are available according to
the position of the bars in the FOV. Other long slits can be built on request depending
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upon availability of resources. But users can always design specific long slits via the
CSU configuration tool (OSP, see section 5.3.2). EMIR has a set of pseudo grisms
covering resolving powers from R=4000 to 5000 and a low resolution normal grism
(R=987), in both cases with nominal slit widths of 3 pxs. The available dispersive
elements are described in Table 5.
4.2.1 Spectral resolution
The dispersion components have a novel design based on a pseudo grism proposed by
LAM (Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille), whose diffractive component has
been developed by Jobin Yvon (France). It consists of a high efficiency diffractive
pattern, which is engraved on a fused silica substrate. The transmission grating is
sandwiched by two symmetric prisms to tune the undeviated wavelength and to set the
spectral resolution in the instrument. EMIR also has a low resolution normal grism.
The wavelength calibration, see Table 5, was carried out mostly during the AIV phase
and roughly confirmed during the first commissioning phases. The wavelength
corresponding to the slit centred in the FOV is given approximately for the central
position in the detector. Table 7 provides information about the variation of the spectral
coverage with the position the slit along the dispersion axis, X axis on the detector.
The user must be aware that due to distortion, the X position of a given long slit varies
with the height of the slit, Y axis on the detector. X positions Table 7 in are measured
in the central zone of the detector, i.e. Y~1024px.
Table 5 Characteristics of EMIR grisms. There are three pseudo-grisms which offer high resolution (J,
H and K) and a low resolution normal grism (LR). Last column gives the measured value of the central
l with the slit in centred position

ID

lc (Å)

Range (Å)

Disp
(Å/pix)

R
(l /δl)

lc-slit

J

12530

11741-13318

0.775

5000

12495.4±4.8

H

16460

15210-17709

1.216

4500

16525.6±7.1

K

22000

20269-23730

1.713

4000

22070.0±.9.0

LR_1st order

20000

14500-24200

6.86

987

20050 (TBC)

LR_2nd order

10000

8500-13500

3.43

987

11020 (TBC)

Table 6 Central wavelengths and spectral ranges covered by a long slits at different central position in
the X axis. Values have been measured during commissioning at the GTC using spectral lamps.
Band

J

Slit name

Slit Pos (X px)

lc (Å)

Range (Å)

Middle-left

730

12725

11940-13515

Central

1030

12490

11710-13270

Middle-right

1330

12260

11480-13040
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Middle-left

730

16885

15650-1812

Central

1030

16520

15275-17750

Middle-right

1330

16140

14910-17380

Middle-left

730

22575

20810-2434

Central

1030

22050

20285-23820

Middle-right

1330

21540

19780-23300

4.2.2 Spectral ghosts and other features
In this type of optical configuration, it is always expected that ghosts can appear. This
has been studied and some low intensity ghosts characterized, determining their
position in each band. It is anticipated that the DRP can take care of most of these
features. The identification and removal of spectral ghosts is expected to be a long task
that will be accomplished during the first routine service periods of EMIR.
4.2.3 Shift on the detector of spectrum position with respect to the slit image
Due to a number of instrumental artefacts, the position of an image spectrum at the
detector is displaced with respect to that of the image of the corresponding slit. The
displacement is along the slit length direction in the detector and causes that the use of
the extreme slitlets or the edges of the long slit are severely hampered. In Table 7 this
displacement, as measured so far, is given in pixels for each dispersive element.
Table 7 Shifts of the spectrum position in the detector with respect to that of the slit image
Grism
J
H
K
YJ-LR
HK-LR

Shift[Px]
+7
+12
+6/7
-82/-83
-82/-83

4.3 MOS mode
While conceptually equivalent to LS spectroscopy once the CSU is configured and the
objects have been acquired, the use of the MOS mode has sufficient number of
specificities as such, this section is entirely devoted to it.
Once the CSU configuration file is obtained using the OSP tool, the instrument setup
already done and the field acquired (see 5.2.2.3 for details), the observation can
proceed as in the LS spectroscopy.
At this stage, the issues that must be cared of are the following:
•

The length of slit assigned to each object must be sufficient to allow for beam
switch along the slit (ABBA pattern) if it is selected. To this end, more than
one slitlet, each one of ~7.3 arcsecs in height, can be allocated to a single object.
Also, for the success of the ABBA pattern, the location of each object in its slit
must be consistent with the selected nodding throw and the direction of the
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initial displacement. Furthermore, it is not advisable to place the object very
close to the ends of the assigned slit, which can be made of several slitlets, in
either A or B position.
Location vs. covered spectral range
Not use slitlet 1 and 55, but useful to complement adjacent slit. Geometrical
distortion.
Astrometry of the object catalogue from which the mask is built via the OSP.
Good astrometry, at the level of 0.1 arcsec or better, is essential to guarantee
the proper alignment of the mask pattern onto the target field. Also, provide a
sufficient number of bright fiducial stars to acquire and centre the field with the
mask in position. While 3 or 4 could be sufficient for moderate populated fields,
7 to 10 might be required in crowded fields where mixing sources on slits is
likely to happen. There is no restriction to use target objects as a fiducial stars
as well.
Check the spectral coverage of each slit. The position of each slit in the FOV,
together with the dispersive element of use, determines the wavelength limits
of each spectrum. Once the CSU file is built (see section 5.2.2.3), the tool
pyemir-display_slitlet_arrangement contained in the PyEmir package (see
section 5.6) can be used to this purpose.

4.4 Instrument Overheads
The measured time periods to change EMIR configurations are given in Table 8, as per
the time of this writing. These need to be better estimated with EMIR operating at
GTC.
Table 8 Approximate configuration times as measured in the AIV phase.

Element
CSU
Grism Wheel
Filter Wheel

DTU
DAS

Time [s]

Reconfiguration (avg.)

300

Adjacent Positions

40

Full turn

180

Adjacent Positions

15

Full turn

90

X/10µm

4

Y/10µm

4

Z/100µm

2

Readout rate [s/frame]

1.05

Frame transmission

0.7
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5. OBSERVING WITH EMIR
EMIR offers three main observing modes: Imaging, Long-slit and Multi-slit
spectroscopy. The spectral format is fixed for both spectroscopic observing modes
using the CSU bars configuration. The set of available bands are described in sections
4.1 and 4.2.

5.1 NIR sky background
EMIR operates in the NIR, where the background emission, thermal – from the
sky/atmosphere and the telescope/dome – but also with non-thermal contribution –
from the atmosphere – is in most cases several orders of magnitude brighter than the
target object. Hence, the trickiest aspect in any NIR observation is the accurate
determination of that background flux, usually called sky emission, to be eliminated
from the data. To this end, quasi-simultaneous sky pointings have to be in most cases
included in the observing block. These sky pointings need to be adjacent both in time
and in space to those of the target object for their signal to be truly equivalent to that
superimposed on the object. But given the large EMIR FOV, it is likely that the sky
emission could be determined in the same pointing, i.e. in the same data frame, of the
target object. In such cases, no additional pointings are needed.
Table 9 EMIR saturation and coherence times (Tmax and τλ, respectively) per band.
Filter

λc
[µm]

Δλ
[µm]

msky
[mag/”2]

msky
[mag/px]

Tmax
[s]

τλ
[s]

Y

1.03

0.13

18

21.5

30

300

J

1.25

0.16

16.6

20.1

20

300

H

1.65

0.29

14.4

17.9

5

300

Ks

2.16

0.31

12.5

16.0

3

300

FeII

1.6440 0.0295

17.12

20.6

60

300

H2(1-0)

2.110 0.0305

14.83

18.3

30

300

Brg

2.1686 0.035

14.83

18.3

30

300

H2(2-1) 2.2345 0.029

14.83

18.3

30

300

LR-YJ

1.0

0.45

16.5

25.4

120

300

LR-HK

2.0

0.95

11.5

20.6

120

300

HR-J

1.25

0.16

16.6

27.2

120

300

HR-H

1.65

0.29

14.4

25.1

120

300

HR-K

2.1

0.43

12.0

22.4

120

300

HR-Y

1.03

0.13

18.0

27.2(TBC) 120

300

This is equally true for both imaging and spectroscopy, and is more important the
redder is the wavelength. So, an observing block is customarily made of a series of
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interleaved sky and object pointings. The time spent on each of the pointings has to be
at most half the coherence time of the sky background, i.e. the time period during which
the sky emission remains more or less constant. This coherence time varies with
wavelength, being shorter as one moves to the red, while it has been left constant in
Table 9, as this is the value the Control System uses to organise an observing block
(see section 5.3.3). Please, bear in mind that it is possible to specify integration time
per pointing that would result in exceeding the maximum advisable time period
between object and sky observations. The user is warned that by so doing, the sky
subtraction could be severely hampered. Furthermore, if photometric precision is a
must, that time period should be reduced as much as possible, below prescriptions in
Table 9.
Based on the commissioning results, EMIR will work with the parameters in Table 9
derived from the measured sky background and the typical time periods over which
this background can be considered uniform.

Figure 13 Diagram of the range of observational strategies with EMIR.

Tmax is the maximum exposure time permitted for a given filter. While not the same
concept, it is related to saturation time, i.e. the time period on which the detector well
is close to full and so its behaviour departs from linearity with the input flux. Tmax is
set so the sky background will fill no more than ~20% of the detector capacity, so as
to have sufficient dynamic range for the sources to be accurately measured. See Table
14 for details of this range.
These two quantities, Tmax and τλ, control each observation. The maximum integration
time per individual detector readout sequence cannot be larger than Tmax and the total
time on-source or on-sky for each pointing of the observing sequence cannot be larger
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than τλ/2. Annex C explains how the user requested on source integration time can be
distributed in as many short exposures as needed (included negative values?). It is
customary to use the sky-background subtraction technique known as ABBA, where
A means on-source pointing and B, on-sky pointing. The pointing targets, either sky
or source, can be reversed at will, but this assignment will be used in this document.
The action of repointing the telescope from source to sky or vice versa is called
nodding.
Another issue that has to be considered is that the detector array has a non-negligible
number of dead and hot pixels distributed across the array. Hence, it is wise to shift the
detector slightly on the sky between integrations so as to avoid the same area of sky
always falling onto the same pixels. This technique, called dithering, permits a better
averaging of individual frames in deriving the final product. The EMIR team has set a
default dithering pattern, and a limited number of other choices will be available to the
user astronomer.
As a final remark, the time parameters in Table 9 could be adjusted taking into
consideration experience gained on observing efficiency during the operations of
EMIR at GTC, so it is advisable to check the latest values before submitting an
observation.
Finally, with all the above in mind the outline of a typical observing block can be
sketched as shown in Figure 13.

5.2 Pointing
All observations will have a base (or initial) pointing. Any offsets that are then
requested will then be relative to this base pointing. When the pointing origin is set to
its nominal position (i.e. a pointing origin offset of 0,0) the requested RA and Dec will
be placed at the pixel at which the pointing model is built. This will normally
correspond to the pixel at the centre of the rotation when the instrument rotator is
moved (this assumes that the flexure compensation is running).
5.2.1 Stare Image
This is the base pointing for imaging mode, where, the user is interested in a field rather
than a specific object (mosaics, etc.). The base pointing will be in the centre of the
EMIR FOV. When the users are interested in a specific object, then it is probable that
there will be certain areas of the detector where the cosmetics are better and the users
should place their source there. One place to avoid is the centre of the FOV, where the
source will straddle the 4 quadrants. Therefore, when defining a pointing the users must
be able to select where on the detector the centre of the offset pattern will be placed.
This will normally be accomplished by offsetting the pointing coordinates by the
desired amount.
This mode records images of the sky in a giving pointing position. The user chooses
the coordinates, the filter and the exposure time. The instrument control takes care of
the rest of the observing parameters. There are some predefined 2D dither patterns.
The main objective of dithering is to ensure that a given object is imaged onto different
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parts of the detector and hence helps with artefact detection and suppression (e.g. bad
pixels) as well as helping to compensate for flat-field effects. There is in addition
another potential use of dithering, providing that accurate subpixel dither throw can be
achieved, that allows the reconstruction of some of the information which has been lost
because of spatial under-sampling. The latter will not be attainable in the early
operation of EMIR@GTC.
There are just three dither pattern available as of now, and they all are built following
the same prescriptions: the pointings are located: three on each of two concentric
circumferences of relative radius 0.75:1, plus the common centre. Figure 14 shows the
pointing distribution.

Figure 14 Distribution of the dither pointings in stare_image observing mode.

The user selects the amplitude of the dither throw, which can be specified differently
for the object and the sky pointings and the number of dither points, which can be:
•
•
•
5.2.1.1

1, only the central point (no. 7 in Figure 14)
4, the first circumference plus the central point (no. 2-5 + 7 in Figure 14)
7, the full set in Figure 14.
Large scale patterns

This allows movement beyond the range of the FOV and the A&G camera and means
that large extended sources, filling most of the EMIR FOV, can be observed with
calibration sky images taken separately. This option can be added to the standard Stare
imaging. If such is the case, the same dither pattern as used on the object frames, but
with different dither separation, will be repeated for the sky frames.
5.2.2 Spectroscopy
In EMIR, long slit and multi-object spectroscopy are formally equivalent, only
differing in the configuration of the CSU from the instrument point of view.
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In LS/MOS, users will wish to place the source(s) in the centre of the slit. However,
again it is preferable that the chosen position should not correspond to the intersection
of two quadrants. Therefore, users must be able to select where, along the slit, the offset
pattern is centred. When setting up a long slit observation, there are a number of already
available masks with the opening in predefined positions in the focal plane, hence in
the detector (see Table 6). Once the slit mask is set, then the slit position, and hence
the instrument pointing origin offset, will be automatically calculated and sent to the
observing engine. Alternatively, the user may wish to use the MOS facilities to build
its own long slit by aligning the slitlets in any position in the FOV and with the desired
width, but the positioning of the mask in the sky will follow the specific procedure for
MOS masks. Table 5 can be used to get a first idea of the configuration of that private
long slit. When defining the MOS pattern and reference sources, the OSP (section
5.3.2) will also calculate the central RA, Dec and IPA, and this will be the base
pointing.
The user chooses the pointing coordinates, the filter and grism, the integration time,
and the offsets. The instrument control will select the remaining observing parameters
Two offset modes are currently offered
•
•

Large scale dither pattern, for separate sky and object spectra
ABBA nodding

5.2.2.1

Large scale patterns

This allows movement beyond the range of the FOV and the A&G camera and means
that large extended sources, filling most of the slit length, can be observed with
calibration sky spectra taken. A given number of exposures are taken alternatively on
each of the two pointings.
5.2.2.2

Nodding

Nodding is simply moving the source between two positions, A and B, in the FOV of
EMIR. The image in position B (sky background) is then subtracted from the image in
position A. So in the reduced image there is a positive and negative image of the source
and the sky has been removed. Rather than a simple AB nodding cycle that is repeated
many times, it is more common to use an ABBA cycle as this allows a better
subtraction of the sky when there is a slow time variation. This is the observing pattern
used in EMIR LS/MOS.
5.2.2.3

MOS Spectroscopy

Section 4.3 gives a list of points that the user must consider at the time of planning
EMIR MOS observations. Following these and after a bit of work, the user must have
produced CSU configuration files for each of the fields to be observed. The only file
that is strictly needed to configure the CSU is the corresponding CSU output from the
OSP (“.csu”). The XML file(s) must be kept with the user for future use and/or
additional verifications.
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It is worth to repeat that the success of the observation is extremely dependent on the
quality of the CSU configuration file that, in turns, depends critically on the astrometric
accuracy of the target list.
The centring of the mask in the field is as important as the astrometric accuracy. To
this end, a number of reference objects have to be allocated in different slits, ideally,
evenly spread over the FOV. The minimum number of reference objects is 3, but it is
advisable to include more. Good reference objects must comply with the following:
•

•

They need to be conspicuous, easily detectable in short integration times. That
means, among other things, no to be located in crowded areas with objects
around with similar brightness.
The location of the reference objects in the slits should be as central as possible,
along the slit height, or at least not close to the ends of the slit. This is to
maximize the probability that an object lies within the slit in the first GTC
pointing, which might be a bit out of position.

It has to be noted that there is nothing that prevents a target object to double as a
reference object, provided that it complies with the above requirements. The reference
slits must be wide enough to acquire the object. A standard value of 5 arcsec for the
reference slit widths must be used. At this point, the user has to prepare two different
CSU configuration files, the first of which with the slits opened to 5 arcsecs, that will
be named wide in this manual, and the second one with the slits opened to a user
selected width, which will be referred to as fine. The wide CSU configuration file will
be used for acquiring and positioning the field and the fine, for the science
observations. With the use of the OSP (see section 5.3.2), this task can be easily
accomplished.
The output of the OSP must be checked with the script available at
http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/observing-with-emir/observingtools/osp/osp-facility-tool.php
The script revises the validity of the OSP output files, that could be corrupted in rare
cases, and produces several output files of some use. The output PNG figure that
sketches the location of the target and fiducial objects of the CSU, together with the
two CSU configuration files, wide and fine, built with the OSP, have to be included in
the observation description at the GTC Phase2 facility.

5.3 Observing Tools
There are a number of tools which are designed to help preparing observations. These
are live, on-line components that will evolve as the instrument operates at the GTC.
5.3.1 Exposure Time Calculator (ETC).
Exposure Time Calculator (ETC) predicts the signal to noise ratio (or the integration
time to achieve it) for EMIR/GTC. It is written in XML/python and allows the user to
compare different options for the observations, including target information, target
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spectral energy distribution, instrument setup, atmospheric conditions and observing
parameters. ETC can be found at:
http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/observing-with-emir/observingtools/etc.php.
5.3.2 Optimized Slits Positioner (OSP)
EMIR Optimized Slits Positioner (OSP) is an application written in java, using the
JSkyCat library. It implements algorithms to search and validate optimized project
masks and allows the user to perform the configuration of all the slits in the CSU
(section 2.2.2) through a Graphical User Interface (GUI). OSP can be found at
http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/observing-with-emir/observingtools/osp.php
Early versions of the OSP require to set a security exception. By adding application
URL to the Exception list allows users to run Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) that
would normally be blocked by security checks. See:
http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir//pages/observing-with-emir/observingtools/osp.php.
Users are encouraged to read carefully and in full the section(s) of the EMIR web site
describing how to use the OSP and the associated facilities. The success of an EMIR
MOS observations begins with a proper configuration of an observing mask with the
use of a target catalogue with accurate astrometry.
We repeat here that, at present, the submission of a MOS observing proposal through
the GTC Phase 2 tool requests the production of two CSU configuration files (wide
and fine, see section 5.2.2.3) plus the PNG figure output from the OSP verification
script.
5.3.3 Observing efficiency calculator
This tool, that can be found in http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/ observingwith-emir/observing-tools/efficiency-calculator.php, estimates the efficiency of a
given observing sequence attainable with EMIR and gives the sequence configuration,
for both image and spectroscopy modes, in terms of number of iterations, number of
exposures per pointing on each iteration and single exposure time, as depicted in Figure
20, with the total integration time as the main input. It is recommended that users try
this tool to get an idea of the different possibilities around the initial integration time.
That will help to best configure the observations.
Details on the use of this tool can be found in Annex D and in the tool web page.

5.4 Data storage
Data files produced by EMIR on GTC have a standard FITS structure. The filenames
are constructed to contain a unique run number, the date, instrument, and observing
mode as follows: <number>-<date>-<instrument>-<obsmode>.fits
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For example: 0000002121-20151024-EMIR-FLAT.fits
There are three main types of data files:
•

•

•

Single frames: these are the direct reading of the detector, with drift correction,
if keyword DRIFTCOR is set, as explained in section 3. Their names included
the “_raw” suffix after <OBSMODE>. Keyword FRSEC runs from 1 to the
number of reads on each detector sequence, depending of the read mode.
Pre-processed frames: these are the first result of the integration available to
the observer. The number of single frames (raw) produced by each observing
sequence, stored in keyword NFRSEC (2 for CDS, N for RAMP, …), are
combined as needed by each readout mode to give a final result, which can now
be inspected. Their names do not contain the “_raw” suffix and the keyword
FRSEC is set to 0.
DRP output frames: these are the products of the online DRP which includes
the instrument signatures correction (flat field, bad pixels, dark current – TBD-, …) and are combined following the prescription of the recipe attached to each
observing mode.

Each file on disk is of standard FITS type with two extensions:
•
•

The first extension contains the main instrument parameters and details of the
observation in the header. And the detector data in the data section.
The second extension is set only to use its header to store parameters of the
instrument mechanism configuration that are of no or little use to the external
observer.

More information about the organization of the data frames in a given observing mode
is given in Annex G.

5.5 EMIR/GTC Keywords
The following table provides a list and description of the main EMIR FITS headers.
They are divided in sections covering different aspect of the observations. Please, note
that only relevant keywords pertaining to EMIR are listed and that the keywords are
organised in two different fits headers.
5.5.1 General keywords. Extension 1.
Table 10 List of EMIR general keywords.

Keyword

Example

Description

OBSERVAT

'ORM '

Name of observatory (IRAF style)

TELESCOP

'GTC '

Telescope id.

ORIGIN

'GRANTECAN'

FITS file originator

INSTRUME

‘EMIR’

EMIR

LATITUDE

'+28:45:43.2'

Telescope latitude (degrees), +28:45:43.2
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LONGITUD

'+17:52:39.5'

Telescope longitude (degrees), +17:52:39.5

HEIGHT

2348

Telescope height above sea level (m)

INSTRUME

'EMIR '

EMIR

BUNIT

'ADU'

Data Units: ADU

PSCFP

1.170314

Plate scale at the EMIR focal plane [arcsec/mm]

FP_PTSC

1.212

Plate scale at the Nasmyth focal plane [arcsec/mm]

PXSZCSU

0.166

Projected pixel size at the focal plane (CSU) [mm]

PXSZDET

18.

Pixel size at the detector [microns]

DETPA

0.

Detector position angle [deg]

DTUPA

2.35797393

DTU position angle [deg]

FPPA

270.

Focal Plane position angle [deg]

ROTOFF

90.0552

Rotator offset

DETPA

0.

Detector position angle [deg]

DTUPA

2.35797393

DTU position angle [deg]

CTYPE1

'RA---ZPN'

R.A. in tangent plane projection

CTYPE2

'DEC---ZPN'

DEC. in tangent plane projection

RADESYS

'FK5 '

Equatorial coordinate system

EQUINOX

2000.

Epoch of the mean equinox for WCS

CRVAL1

40.0548653696767

RA at Ref pix in decimal degrees

CRVAL2

-1.59056982683122

DEC at Ref pix in decimal degrees

CRPIX1

1022.45206659271

Ref pix of axis 1

CRPIX2

1016.54171403036

Ref pix of axis 2

CD1_1

-3.9261570876858E-05

WCS matrix element 1,1

CD1_2

-3.73104184947765E-08

WCS matrix element 1,2

CD2_1

3.73104184947765E-08

WCS matrix element 2,1

CD2_2

-3.9261570876858E-05

WCS matrix element 2,2

PV2_1

0.9998

ZPN Projection parameter element 2,1

PV2_2

0.0

ZPN Projection parameter element 2,2

PV2_3

13824.76

ZPN Projection parameter element 2,3

PV2_4

0.0

ZPN Projection parameter element 2,4

PV2_5

3491446467.94

ZPN Projection parameter element 2,5
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5.5.2 Observation keywords. Extension 1.
Table 11 List of EMIR observation keywords.

Keyword

Example

Description

OBJECT

''

Object name

INSMODE

''

Instrument Mode

OBSTYPE

'Object '

Observation Type

PI

''

Principal Investigator

OBSERVER

''

Observer Name (SA= Support Astronomer)

GTCPRGID

''

Program Identifier

GTCOBID

''

Observation Block ID

OBSMODE

'TEST0'

Observation Mode

IPA

0.

Instrument position angle (deg)

DATE-OBS

'2015-11-24T17:03:13.23'

Date of observation (start)

MJD-OBS

'57315.71058'

The same as above, but in MJD days

UTC

'17:03:13.233718'

Coordinate UT of the observation (start)

RA

0.

Telescope right ascension (HH:MM:SS) (h:m:s)

DEC

0.

Telescope declination (DD:PP:SS) (d:m:s)

RADEG

40.0548653696767

Telescope right ascension in decimal degrees. (deg)

DECDEG

-1.59056982683122

Telescope declination in degrees (degrees)

AIRMASS

0

Air-mass at the beginning of the exposure

AIRPRESS

0

Mean atmospheric pressure at observation

AZIMUTH

133.032961329096

Tel. azimuth at start time (degrees)

ELEVAT

48.4761417042712

Elevation at start of observation (degrees)

ROTANG

90.0000004120755

Rotator position angle in degrees.

DEWPOINT

-1.42028894327198

Ambient dew point in Celsius degrees

HUMIDITY

45.5699996948242

Ambient humidity in percent.

WINDSPEE

0

Wind speed during observation

WINDDIRE

0

Wind direction

TEMPDET

76.9980010986328

Temperature at place

PRESEMIR

2.52820996138325E-06

Pressure at place

PRESSURE

779.185180664062

Ambient atmospheric pressure (hPascal)

TAMBIENT

9.76367136637369

Ambient temperature in Celsius degrees
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DOMETEMP

10.1725555555556

Temperature inside the dome

WCTEMP

3

Temperature in Celsius at EMIR Window

WCHUM

0.100000001490116

Humidity in percentage at EMIR Window

WCDWP

-66.9000015258789

Dew Point in Celsius at EMIR window

M2UX

1.6311399936676

GTC secondary mirror UX position

M2UY

1.02839004993439

GTC secondary mirror UY position

M2UZ

-3.70192003250122

GTC secondary mirror UZ position

M2RX

-0.000719472009222955

GTC secondary mirror RX position

M2RY

-0.00112062995322049

GTC secondary mirror RY position

LAMPXE1

0

GTC Xe1 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPNE1

0

GTC Ne1 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPHG1

0

GTC Hg(Ar)1 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPXE2

0

GTC Hg(Ar)2 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPNE2

0

GTC Ne2 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPHG2

0

GTC Hg(Ar)2 spectral lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPINCD

0

GTC incandescent lamp (1/0 – ON/OFF)

LAMPINTN

9.99969005584717

GTC incandescent lamp intensity (0-100%)

OESTATE

2

Observing State (OFF/SLEWING/TRACKING/GUIDING)

TURNTBL1

-0.00136143410852713

Turntable1 position in degrees

ARMROT1

-59.999825

ArmRotator1 position in degrees

TURNTBL2

0.000690406976744186

Turntable2 position in degrees

ARMROT2

28.2887703594443

ArmRotator2 position in degrees

WINDCOV

0

Window blind status (OPEN/CLOSE)

WINDOW

0

Window status (OPEN/CLOSE)

TELPOS

'SOURCE '

TELPOS
(SKY/SOURCE/SKYFLAT/DOMEFLAT/NOD_A/NOD_B

FILTPOS

16

Filter wheel position

GRISMPOS

6

Grism wheel position

FILTER

'OPEN '

Filter name

GRISM

'OPEN '

Grism name

CSUCONFF

'UNKNOWN '

CSU Configuration File

SKYADD

F

Sky observed

OBJRADIO

0.

Nodd throw (LSMOS) or radius for dither (IMG)
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DRIFTCOR

T

Correction applied

UUID

'ef3eb088-4908-44aa9b16-df6c549fd078'

UUID of image

5.5.3 Exposure and detector keywords. Extension 1.
Table 12 List of EMIR exposure keywords.

Keyword

Example

Description

READMODE

'CDS '

Detector readout mode in string

DETVER

'SCI'

Detector used: science or engineering

GAIN

3.3

Gain, in e-/ADU

RON

6.2

Read-out noise, in ADU

VOFFSET

0.

Voff

VRESET

0.

Vreset

WINMODE

0

Window mode: full, 128px

BIASGATE

0.

Biasgate

FIRMVER

'20023 '

Controller firmware version

EXPTIME

1999.288

[s] Exposure time

SECTIME

3054.519

[s] Total time per sequence

NOBSBLCK

0

Requested blocks in the obs. sequence

OBSBLOCK

0

Counter of the block sequence

NIMGOBBL

0

Requested number of images per obs. block

IMGOBBL

0

Counter of the image sequence

NSEC

1

Number of sequences executed at detector

NRST

1

Number of resets

OPTRST

3

Type of reset

NIMGRST

1

Number of reset images

NRDBL_ND

0

Number of non-productive reads before loop

NRDBL

0

Number of productive reads before loop

NLOOP

1

Iteration number

TOPER

943

Time period in the detector sequence [ms]

NRDIL_ND

0

Number of non-productive reads per loop

NRDIL

1

Number of productive reads per loop

Y_SIZE

1024

Offset in pixels for window mode
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Y_SIZE_B

0

Number of readable columns (1024 - Y_SIZE)

NPARAM_X

0

Number of dummy readouts of a line

NFRSEC

2

Frames produced per detector exposure

FRSEC

0

Counter of the frame sequence

NEXP

1

Number of detector exposures

EXP

1

Detector exposures counter

TSTAMP

1448384557

[s] Time stamp in UTC

READMODN

1

Readout (numerical) mode used for the observation

TSUTC1

144838459122.417

[s] Time stamp before read detector (UTC)

TSUTC2

144838459428.901

[s] Time stamp after read detector (UTC)

TSUTCD

306483793258.667

[s] Diff. between TSUTC2 and TSUTC1

ITER_NUM

1

Frame counter

FRSTAT

2

Status 0=ST; 1=RUN; 2=END; 3=ABR; 4=ERR

5.5.4 Mechanisms Keywords. Extension 2.
Table 13 List of EMIR window, wheels and CSU keywords.

Keyword

Example

Description

EXTNAME

‘MECS ‘

CSUP1-110

169.990.997.314.453

Current position of the bar. From 1-110 (one row per bar)

CS_0-439

10000.

CSU bars sensors. From 0-439 bar (4 sensors per bar)

SLIFL1-55

0

Slit flag for assigned (1) or reference slits (2)

XVSLI1-55

-100

X coord. (vpix) of the obj. assigned to the slit (-100: not assig.)

YVSLI1-55

-100

Y coord. (vpix) of the obj. assigned to the slit (-100: not assig.)

XRSLI1-55

-100

X coord. (pix) of the obj. assigned to the slit (-100: not assig.)

YRSLI1-55

-100

Y coord. (pix) of the obj. assigned to the slit (-100: not assig.)

MASKID

Mask identifier

OBJSL1-55

Objects assigned to slit

COMSL1-55

Object comment in the user catalogue

XDTU

041.992

Actual DTU-X position

YDTU

40.039

Actual DTU-Y position

ZDTU

-516

Actual DTU-Z position

XDTU_0

-120.

DTU-X which centres the detector in FOV

YDTU_0

-0.

DTU-Y which centres the detector in FOV
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ZDTU_0

-500.

DTU-Z which best focus the det.

XDTU_C

-417.969

X Absolute position commanded to DTU.

YDTU_C

-628.906

Y Absolute position commanded to DTU.

ZDTU_C

-499.

Z Absolute position commanded to DTU.

XDTU_R

-234.375

X Position commanded to DTU relative DTU_0.

YDTU_R

-234.375

Y Position commanded to DTU relative DTU_0.

ZDTU_R

-234.375

Z Position commanded to DTU relative DTU_0.

XDTU_S

-234.375

X Shifted position commanded to DTU.

YDTU_S

-234.375

Y Shifted position commanded to DTU.

ZDTU_S

-234.375

Z Shifted position commanded to DTU.

XDTU_F

0.971483472

DTU-X Scale Factor

YDTU_F

100.412.544

DTU-Y Scale Factor

ZDTU_F

1.

DTU-Z Scale Factor

5.6 EMIR DRP (Data Reduction Pipeline)
The EMIR pipeline has been developed by the Group of Extragalactic Astrophysics
and Astronomical Instrumentation the Universidad Complutense de Madrid
(https://guaix.ucm.es). It is written in Python (either version 2.7 or greater than 3.5)
and released under the free license GPLv3. The pipeline is hosted in Github:
https://github.com/guaix-ucm/pyemir.
For installation, follow the instructions in https://pyemir.readthedocs.io/. The input and
output
system
of
the
offline
DRPs
is
described
in
https://numina.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
The pipeline has two methods of operation. At the telescope (online mode), it is used
primarily to monitor the observations during instrument operations, permitting a quick
look of the data taken.
The second method is standalone mode, in the user’s computer. In this case, the
pipeline requires input files, calibration files and configuration files in the local storage.
In online mode, the inputs and outputs are managed by the GTC control system.
The DRP provides reduction recipes to process the observing modes of EMIR. The
online version of the DRP is aimed at providing the observer with the necessary
information so as the observation can proceed. In this way, it performs basic data
reduction which can be of use for scientific analysis but which can also be improved
by detailed data treatment. The offline version, provides the framework to execute the
reduction upto the stage of detailed analysis, which will rely in part in several user
choices. Both systems share several functionalities, in particular those concerning the
removal of instrumental signatures in the data frames.
•

Bad pixel and flat field corrections, in all cases.
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•

Image mode:

•

Co-adding the stare frames in the same pointing, without recentring.
If separated sky frames are taken, then generation of the sky frame to
be subtracted on each cycle by median combination of the individual
sky frames.
o If no dedicated sky observations are taken, then generation of the sky
frame to be subtracted on each iteration by median combination of the
co-added frames on each pointing within the same cycle.
o Subtraction of the sky frame from the co-added images in the cycle.
o Averaging of the sky corrected images after recentring, to produce the
dithered image.
o Accumulation of the dithered images on each cycle with the previous
ones.
Spectroscopy mode:
o
o

o
o

o
o
o

Co-adding the stare spectra in the same pointing, without recentring, in
both types: ABBA or sky nodded images
If separated sky frames are taken, then subtraction of the co-added sky
frame from the co-added spectrum in the cycle to produce the final
spectrum per cycle.
If ABBA, then generation of the final spectrum per cycle as (A-B)1-(BA)2.
Accumulation of the final spectrum on each cycle with the previous
ones.
Rectification and wavelength calibration.

The images produced by the on-line DRP are made available to the user within the data
package.

6. USER OBSERVING MODES
This section describes in short the available observing modes to the user astronomer.
The input parameters per mode are listed and briefly commented. When applicable,
some indications on the best used, as derived from the experience gained up to now,
are also included.
For a more detailed explanation on each mode commands, the reader is referred to
Annex F.

6.1 STARE_DITH_IMG
This mode is designed for a wide range of image observations and make optimal use
of the observing capabilities of EMIR. To permit a better determination of the
background emission, that has to be removed from the object frames, the observation
is organised around two features:
•

Dithering, which permits distributing the images on a number of close pointings.
At this time, users can select between 1, 4 or 5 points in the dither pattern, being
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1 the option for single pointing observations. The distribution of the pattern can
be seen in Figure 14.
Nodding, which permits differentiate observations in the target object and in a
nearby pointing used to determine the background. If this option is selected,
which is recommended for extended objects, the same dither pattern is repeated
in the object and sky pointing, to permit combining images with the same SNR.

The size of the dither pattern should be commensurate with the global design of a
particular observation. If the nodding option is selected, a small dither pattern is
sufficient and more efficient for the object frames, while a larger pattern must be
specified for the sky frames. On the contrary, large patterns are recommended for
object frames, if no separated sky will be taken.

6.2 LS/MOS
This mode is designed for spectroscopy with EMIR. Since the CSU is the mechanism
which forms the slit pattern, be it long slit or multi slit, this mode encompasses both
types of spectroscopy. The only difference between the two, which is not minor, is the
difficulty in configuring the desired pattern in the CSU.
Long slits are formed by joining all the slits in a given position in the CSU and with
the same width. Several configurations are already designed and are the ones offered
to the users. In short, there are three long slits located one in the centre of the FOV and
the other two at half the distance to each end of the spectroscopic FOV. On each
position, the user can select between widths of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 25 pixels. In addition,
other long slits can be built on request depending upon availability of resources. But
users can always design specific long slits via the CSU configuration tool (OSP, see
section 5.3.2).
In MOS mode, and with the use of the OSP facility tool (see section 5.3.2), the user
can determine the position and widths of the slitlets at will, within the constraints
imposed by the capabilities of the CSU. The conditions specified in section 5.2.2.3
must be followed strictly to ensure proper configuration of the observing mode.
This mode, as the previous one, is split in two options:
•

•

ABBA, in which the target source(s) is displaced alternatively between two
selected positions in the slit. The adequate subtraction of the consecutive
measurements provides an efficient method of removing the background
emission to clean the spectra.
Nodding, recommended for extended objects. The observation proceeds
alternating pointings in the object and sky positions, whose relative position
with respect to that of the target object is defined by the user.

As a final note, the actual width of each slitlet can be easily assessed with the use of
the keywords CSUP1-110 (see Table 13), which state the position of each bar from its
own home, in mm. The total width of the CSU frame is quite approximately 341.5mm,
so the width of slit N is,
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width _ slit # N = 341.5− (CSUP # N + CSUP #[N + 55])
The above calculation has a typical accuracy of around 200µm, this being strongly
dependent on each slit. A far better figure can be obtained from the CSU configuration
file used to set the slit pattern.
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ANNEXES
A. DETECTOR DRIFT

Figure 15 Detector drift measured in CDS mode with 1.5s of integration time. Each panel shows the
two frames of a sequence of 10 CDS reads. Each read has been shifted to set the first frame at 1000 adu.
Each data point is the average of the corresponding frame in a box of 100x50 pixels centred in the
detector coordinates shown in the upper left corner of each panel.
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Figure 16 Detector drift measured in RAMP mode with 360s of integration time. Same
description as Figure 15.
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B. DETECTOR LINEAR RANGE AND SATURATION LEVELS
To measure the linear range in which the EMIR detector can be safely operated, a series
of images in Ramp (see 2.2.3.2.4) readout mode were taken and analyse. Table 14
summarises the results. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the data used to derive the values
in Table 14.
Table 14 Results of measurements of the linear and saturation levels, as well as the gain in the
linearity test. Results are given per area of 100*50 pix. centred on each of the read channels. Columns
are: zone/channel number; central pixel on each zone; number of reads in the ramp within the linear
range (1%); maximum number counts in the linear range; saturation level, on which the variation
between two consecutive reads is below 5% (-1 if not reached); number of pxs used for the fitting to
derive the gain value; gain (mean value). Repeated for the next 16 chanels

Cntr. Px Npx_l

Lin. Sat.
Gain
Npx_g
Cntr. Px
[adu] [adu]
[e-/adu]

(64,512)

30

47439

(192,512)

28

(320,512)

-1

Npx_l

Lin. Sat.
Gain
Npx_g
[adu] [adu]
[e-/adu]

12

3.33 (1088,1536)

26

46845 47152

10

3.44

47433 47722

11

3.26 (1216,1536)

26

47152 47364

10

3.29

29

48212

11

3.39 (1344,1536)

25

46863 47127

10

3.34

(448,512)

28

47844 48068

11

3.33 (1472,1536)

25

46598 46839

10

3.44

(-576,512)

27

46856 47146

11

3.22 (1600,1536)

25

46959 47240

10

3.47

(704,512)

28

46709 46935

12

3.32 (1728,1536)

25

46781 47010

10

3.30

(832,512)

28

46780 47071

12

3.44 (1856,1536)

25

46352 46606

10

3.38

(960,512)

28

46996 47278

11

3.12 (1984,1536)

25

45649 45891

11

3.38

(1536,064)

27

45574 45878

12

3.27

(512,1088)

28

47804 48015

11

3.41

(1536,192)

27

46177 46434

11

3.36

(512,1216)

27

46299 46557

11

3.47

(1536,320)

27

46392 46668

11

3.24

(512,1344)

26

47271 47623

10

3.31

(1536,448)

26

46118 46414

11

3.31

(512,1472)

26

47686 47997

10

3.18

(1536,576)

26

47034 47322

10

3.32

(512,1600)

26

48192 48474

10

3.39

(1536,704)

27

47270 47505

11

3.20

(512,1728)

26

47952 48203

10

3.25

(1536,832)

27

46937 47255

11

3.29

(512,1856)

26

47728 47992

10

3.34

(1536,960)

28

47236 47437

11

3.43

(512,1984)

25

46232 46618

11

3.49

-1
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Figure 17 Detector data in ramps per channel used to calculate the values for linearity and
saturation in Table 14.
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Figure 18 Variance of the signal vs mean value, in the ramps of Figure 17, used to calculate
the detector gain in Table 14.
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C. ORGANIZATION OF ON SOURCE INTEGRATION TIME
Given:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tsrc: on source integration time. Set by the user.
Np: number of dither points, or nodding positions. Set in the mode. Currently:
o 1,4, 7 for STARE_IMG, with or without SKY
o 4 for LS/MOS ABBA
o 1 for LS/MOS SKY
SKY: true/false (1/0), set by the user
Tmax/Tmin, τ: max/min allowable integration time and coherence time period.
Set by the filter/grism selected by the user. New: Tmax/Tmin can be selected
by the user overriding the default values.
ovhrd, ovhdith, ovhsky: overheads for each read, offset to dither/nodding and
offset to/from sky. Currently, 1.06s, 3s, 15s.
Tdith: single exposure time per dither/nodding position. Calculated.
Nexp: number of reads per dither/nodding position. Calculated.
Niter: number of cycles on dither/nodding and sky, if requested. Calculated.
tol: tolerance on the effective on source integration time, set as 10% (TBC).

Then, the ECS computes the following quantities:
1. Tcoh_ovh = (τ/(sky+1) - ovhsky*sky)/Np – ovhdith
2. Tcoh_efec = min(Tcoh_ovh,Tsrc/Np)
3. Tdith = max(min(Tmax,Tcoh_efec),Tmin) adjusted by truncation to the
allowable integration times (see 2.2.3.2.6).
4. Nexp = ceil(Tcoh_efec/(Tdith+ovhdith))
5. Niter = max(1,ceil(Tsrc/Np/Nexp/Tdith))
An optimization process is then launched to tune (Tdith, Nexp, Niter) which maximises
the efficiency of the observation keeping the actual On Source integration time (Tsrc_e
= Niter*Nexp*Tdith*Np) within the allowable tolerance with respect Tsrc.

Figure 19 Calculated observing efficiencies for image and spectroscopic, with and without SKY
frames, with respect of the input on source integration time. Only one result for spectroscopy is
given as the detector configuration is independent of the spectral band (see Table 9).
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A tool is functional at the EMIR web page (http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/
observing-with-emir/observing-tools/efficiency-calculator.php) to mimic this process
so as the user can play with the input parameters. Figure 19 shows the calculated
efficiency of the observation with respect to the on source integration time, calculated
in steps of 30s, for the different observing configurations. Annex explain in more detail
the use of this tool.
Once the observing parameters are set, the observation proceeds as indicated in Figure
20 for image mode. A similar run is produced in the case of spectroscopic observations

Figure 20 Sketch of how a complete observation runs, in image mode.

D. COMMENTS ON THE USE OF EFFICIENCY CALCULATOR TOOL
The tool can be found in http://research.iac.es/proyecto/emir/pages/ observing-withemir/observing-tools/efficiency-calculator.php. This tool makes use of fixed time
delays for the offsets between dither points and between sky and object pointings.
Times to point the telescope and acquire the source as well as other overheads are not
accounted for. So the real duration of the observation cannot be computed with this
tool. But the overall efficiency once the observation is launched can be assessed with
good accuracy, as in Figure 19.
The tool collects information about total integration time, which can be given as a
single value or as a range with minimum and maximum values; Tmax/Tmin, which as
user selected figures for maximum and minimum allowable single integration times;
the filter of use, for image, or spectroscopy; the number of dither points (1,4, or 7);
and, finally, if sky observations are requested apart. This can be seen in the top part of
Figure 21. Users must be cautious in the use of tmax/tmin as the final configuration
may result in a poor or difficult subtraction of the sky background.
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Figure 21 Input and output panels of the efficiency tool.

As a result, the tool output the optimum configuration, in terms of agreement with the
requested integration time, efficiency and global duration. This will be the
configuration that the instrument will select and use if the entry parameters are input
to the ECS. Apart from this, the output also gives up to 10 additional configurations
with different integration times from which the user can evaluate the goodness of the
selected parameters. In the case on single input integration time, some of these
additional configurations might result in higher overall efficiency but with integration
time with larger difference to the requested one than that in the optimum configuration.
It is highly advisable the users play back and forth with this tool before selecting their
final configurations to be input in Phase-2.
E. COMMENTS ON THE USE OF THE ETC
The current version of the ETC offers limited but accurate predictions for the SNR of
a given observation. The EMIR team is committed to enlarge the capabilities of this
utility, with the help of the user community. In this section, we give some additional
explanation to those in the ETC manual available in the web page.
It is important to understand how the ETC computes the SNR. Following are a brief
description of the process:
1. The object flux is calculated from the magnitude (in VEGA system) and the
input spectral energy distribution or spectral type.
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2. This flux is adjusted taking into account the airmass of the observation, using
a predefined atmospheric extinction per band, and is distributed over the
detector pixels using the input seeing and the combination of spectroscopy/
photometry with spectral band. For this, the spectral transmission of EMIR,
including optics, dispersive elements, filters and detector quantum efficiency,
is used, together with the spectral purity on each band.
3. The trickiest part is the specification of the integration time. There are three
parameters to account for: integration time per frame, either single or range;
number of object frames; number of sky frames. The object/sky frame is
included here to permit a proper account of the detector read noise, as many
frames are normally averaged to give the final result. As the sky emission is
high in the NIR, short individual exposure times are to be used to avoid
saturation. So to get large integration times, user should specify high number
of frames with short integration time each to end with the required integration
time. The number of sky frames are specified separately to permit an unusual
combination of object/sky frames. Customarily, and this is highly
recommended, the integration time of the object and the sky are the same to
permit a background subtraction with the same SNR than the object, so the
number of frames should be equal for both. Indeed, the configuration of the
EMIR observing modes (see Annex F) does not permit different observing time
for object and sky frames.
Let us see all of this with an example. A 20th magnitude source will be observed in
image mode in the Ks band and the ETC is configured as shown in Figure 22. The user
wants to get SNR=10 so, from the results, individual Texp=5s. Then, since the SNR
are computed using 100 sky/object frames, the total observing time will be 500s if no
separate sky frames are taken, i.e. the sky will be derived from the object frames (this
will be the case for point-like sources in moderate to low crowded fields). And, the
total observing time will be 1000s if separated sky is needed, as in the case of extended
objects or high crowded fields.
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Figure 22 Configuration of the ETC for a given observation, left panel, and output results, right
panel

F. COMMENTS ON USER PARAMETERS
SPECTRAL OBSERVING MODES

OF THE IMAGE AND

The two main modes of operation of EMIR, image and spectroscopy, are both
commanded through simple utilities, which are displayed at the EMIR Control Panel.
Once the corresponding button is pressed, a pop-up window launches on which the
input parameter can easily be set/introduce. This section gives a brief explanation and
advices on each of the input parameters.
Image mode is commanded via the panel displayed in Figure 23.
Parameters of interest to the user are:
•
•

Sky Off, in arcsecs, which are specified separately for the two directions N/S
and E/W. Together gives the full offset from the object pointing to the position
where the sky frames have to be acquired. Both offsets are in arcseg on the sky.
Obj Radio, in arcsec: used to specify the distribution of the dither pattern in the
object position. The images are taken following a fixed dither pattern of 7
points: the centre and two groups of 3 points each separated 120º over
circumferences centred in the nominal pointing position and of radius Robj and
0.75*Robj. If no separated sky frames are commanded, this parameter should
be set around 30 to 40 arcsecs to permit a better calculation of the background
frames, which have to be estimated from the object frames, by taken medians
over each dither cycle. Since bright object may expand over more than 30
detector pixels, hence the recommended values. On the contrary, if the sky will
be measured on its own, 3 to 4 arcsecs as Robj are sufficient to avoid bad pixel
groups lying over the same point in the sky. This short offsets between dither
points results in better efficiency of the observation.
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Figure 23 Main panel of the IMAGE mode

•
•
•

•

Dither Pat: number of points in the dither pattern. Either 1, 4 or 7.
Rsky: the same meaning than Robj but for the sky frames. Large radius, around
30 to 40 arcsecs, are recommended to permit better masking of bright sources.
On Src Time: total integration time requested for the object. Bear in mind that
if separated sky frames are requested, the same amount of observing time will
be spent on the sky. See Figure 19 for an insight of the observing efficiency
attainable for a given Tsrc.
Tdith Max / Tdith Min: maximum and minimum allowable single integration
time, in seconds. If selected, these override the default specifications and may
result in improper settings for sky subtraction. Users must be aware of that. Its
use must be exerted with extreme caution.

As for spectroscopy, the mode is commanded via the panel displayed in Figure 24

Figure 24 Main panel of the SPECTROSCOPY mode

As before, the parameters of interest for the user are the following:
•
•
•
•

Sky Off, in arcsecs, with the same meaning and function than in image mode.
Nodding Throw, in arcsecs: the length of the offset along the slit for the ABBA
observing scheme.
Nodding Ang., in degrees; angle of the nodding scheme with respect of the slit
orientation to achieve different nodding schemes. NoddAng=0 produces the
beam switch along the slit..
On Src Time: the same meaning as in the image mode. Also, same prescriptions
apply.
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Tdith Max / Tdith Min: the same meaning as in the image mode. Also, same
prescriptions apply.

G. ORGANIZATION OF THE DIFFERENT FILE TYPES WHICH BUILD AN
OBSERVING BLOCK
A GTC Observing Block is built by taking a number of frames with a fixed
configuration of EMIR, i.e. the EMIR mechanisms (CSU, GW, FW) remain at
preselected positions as does the detector driver, which is configured just once at the
start of the observation. That means that all images are taken with the same CSU
pattern, which is open for the image mode; the same dispersive element, or open for
image; the same band filter; and with the same detector configuration (readmode,
timings, … ). The only mechanism that varies between images in EMIR is the DTU,
which moves as the GTC tracking goes along to compensate the internal flexures and
freeze the sky image or spectrum on the detector.
As the observation proceeds, the telescope points to the selected positions and the
images are acquired, in a sequence that belongs to each observing mode and is
described in the relevant sections (see 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). EMIR provides internal
counters that are stored in FITS keywords in the header of each data file and that may
help in grouping or monitoring the files according to their position and meaning in the
observing sequence. The purpose of this section is to describe these counters, which
may also give a better idea of how each observing mode proceed.
Per observing mode, which can be found in the keyword OBSMODE, the frames are
stored on disk with the following convention:<file_number>-YYYYMMDD-EMIR<OBSMODE>[_raw].fits, where:
•

•
•
•

<file_number>: number id assigned by the GCS in a consecutive way as the
files stores on disk. In some cases, for instance if other GTC systems are being
calibrated, the numbering of the files pertaining to the same observation may
not be consecutive as other disk files are taken at the same time and interleaved
with them.
YYYYMMDD: observation date
<OBSMODE>: name of the observing mode, which can be found in the
keyword OBSMODE
[_raw]: if the frame is a direct detector frame, without any processing, the suffix
“_raw” is added to the name before the extension.
Table 15 EMIR frame counter roles on each observing mode.

OBSMODE
READMODE
OBSTYPE
NOBSBLCK

STARE_IMG

LS_ABBA

LS_SPEC

CDS or RAMP as dictated by the exposure time
OBJECT/SKY

OBJECT

OBJECT/SKY

Number of cycles of the Number of cycles Number of cycles
dithering
pattern of the ABBA of the object/sky
sequence.
nodding
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including object and sky
position.
NIMGOBBL

Number of dither points Number of spectra per cycle and
(1,4, 7)
position: 4 in ABBA and 1 in SKY

NEXP
NFRSEC

Number of exposures on each position
Number of data frame per exposure: 2 for CDS and 5/10 for
RAMP

Each file has a unique location in the observation tree defined by the values of four
internal counters, which are stored in the header and that controls the run of the
observing sequence as well. Its meaning is as follows. During the initial configuration
of the observing mode, the values of the four counters (NOBSBLCK, NIMGOBBL,
NEXP and NFRSEC) are computed and stored in the header of each file in the
observing block. These counters are hierarchically structured, following the order in
which they are written above, and have slightly different significance depending upon
the mode. Table 15 specify their value on each mode.

OBS. MODE

OBSMODE

OBSBLOCK
IMGOBBL
EXP
FRSEC

exp1

obsblck1

obsblck2

imgobbl1

imgobbl2

imgobblN2

exp2

expN3

obsblck3

obsblckN1

frame1
frame2
frameN4

N1ºNOBSBLCK
N2ºNIMGOBBL
N3ºNEXP
N4ºNFRSEC

frame0

Figure 25 Sketch of the internal organization of the EMIR data frames within a given
Observing Mode.

There are four associated counters: OBSBLOCK, IMGOBBL, EXP and FRSEC,
which give the specific value of the cycle, pointing, exposure and date frame number
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respectively. The observation is then structured as in Figure 25, that depicts how the
EMIR file system expands on each observation. For the first cycle (OBSBLOCK=1),
pointing (IMGOBBL=1) and exposure (EXP=1), the data frames which form a single
exposure are taken, running from FRSEC=1 to NFRSEC. At the end of this exposure,
the ECS produces a processed image with FRSEC=0. That image is the subtraction of
the two reads, if readmode=CDS, or the least square fitting to the ramp points, if
readmode=RAMP. The process is repeated in the same pointing until the prescribed
number of exposures (NEXP) are taken, advancing 1 the counter EXP each time. Then,
the GTC points to the next position; IMGOBBL is advanced by 1; EXP and FRSEC
are reset to 1; and the same series of images are taken by the detector. Once all positions
(NIMGOBBL) have been acquired, the telescope points to the SKY position, if any;
the OBSTYPE changes to SKY; the counters IMGOBBL, EXP and FRSEC are reset
to 1, and the observation proceeds as before. Once the first cycle is completed, the
OBSTYPE is set to OBJECT, if previously changed; the counters IMGOBBL, EXP
and FRSEC are reset to 1 and OBSBLOCK is advanced by 1. And so on till completion.
As an example, the interrogation of the header of a given file, using the pair dfits/fitsort,
will produce the following results (due to the length of the output the interrogation is
made in chops).
>dfits *7198*E.fits | fitsort object obstype
FILE
OBJECT
OBSTYPE
0001057198-20160929-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE.fits
A370
Object
>dfits *7198*E.fits | fitsort obsmode readmode
FILE
OBSMODE
READMODE
0001057198-20160929-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE.fits
STARE_IMAGE
CDS
>dfits *7198*E.fits | fitsort nobsblck obsblock nimgobbl imgobbl
FILE
NOBSBLCK OBSBLOCK NIMGOBBL IMGOBBL
0001057198-20160929-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE.fits 9
3
7
7
>dfits *7198*E.fits | fitsort nexp exp nfrsec frsec
FILE
NEXP EXP NFRSEC FRSEC
0001057198-20160929-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE.fits
5
5
2
0

The first two outputs show that the file is part of an STARE_IMAGE observation, of
type OBJECT and with readout mode CDS, so we can expect 2 frames per exposure.
The Object name input by the user is A370.
The next two outputs give the info about the position of the file in the observation tree,
using the internal counters:
•
•
•
•

Cycle 3 out of 9 (OBSBLOCK and NOBSBLCK).
Last pointing in the cycle, 7 out of 7 (IMGOBBL and NIMGOBBL).
Last exposure in the pointing, 5 out of 5 (EXP and NEXP).
Processed image, FRSEC=0, using two detector frames (NFRSEC=2, as
expected)

Table 16 summarises the range of values of the observing sequence keywords per
observing mode. That will permit a quick location of a given frame within the
sequence, the monitoring of the run of the sequence while observing and a test of the
integrity of the data set.
Table 16 Summary of EMIR observing sequence keywords.
STARE_IMAGE

LS/MOS
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SKY_NO
OBJECT

SKY
SKY

OBJECT

ABBA
NODA

NODB

1,4

2,3

1,…, NOBSBLCK (=niter)
1,…, NIMGOBBL (=ndith; 1,4,7)

EXP

1,…, NEXP

FRSEC

1,…, NFRSEC

1

H. DRP OUTPUT FILES PER MODE
As the observation proceeds, the DRP produces a number of outputs that permits to
control the run and are also useful for some initial scientific analysis, while not at final
level. The following sub-annexes list and describe the output files per observing mode.
It is important to note that the DRP only works on pre-processed data frames
(FRSEC=0).
stare_image with no separate sky observations

Per dither cycle (1, 4 or 7 different pointings):
1. One combined stare image per pointing, co-adding all the exposures taken in
the same dither point.
2. One sky image created by median co-adding the stare images in point 1 above,
without realigning.
3. One dither image, combining the stare images of point 1 with the sky image of
point 2 previously subtracted. Average co-adding with realigning.
4. One accumulated dither image, by averaging dither images of point 3 built in
this and previous cycles.
The list below shows an example of the DRP results after the first two cycles.
For each STARE_IMAGE, the result directory contains:
000*-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE-result_image.fits

For each dithering cycle (DITHERING_IMAGE), the result directory contains three
images:
000*-EMIR-DITHERED_IMAGE-accum.fits
000*-EMIR-DITHERED_IMAGE-frame.fits
000*-EMIR-DITHERED_IMAGE-sky.fits

stare_image with separate sky observations

Per dither cycle (1, 4 or 7 different pointings):
1. One sky image by median co-adding the stare sky images taken at the beginning
of each cycle, without realigning (IMAGE_SKY).
2. One combined stare image per pointing, co-adding all the exposures taken in
the same dither point (STARE_IMAGE).
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3. One dither image, combining the stare images of point 2 with the sky image of
point 1 previously subtracted. Average co-adding with realigning
(DITHERED_IMAGE).
4. One accumulated dither image, by averaging dither images of point 3 built in
this and previous cycles (last DITHERED_IMAGE).
The list below shows an example of the DRP results after the first two cycles.
•
•
•

The result of IMAGE_SKY is:
000*-EMIR-IMAGE_SKY-skyframe.fits

The result of STARE_IMAGE is:
000*-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE-result_image.fits

The result of DITHERED_IMAGE is:
000*-EMIR-DITHERED_IMAGE-accum.fits
000*-EMIR-DITHERED_IMAGE-frame.fits

stare_spectra with no separate sky observations

Per beam switch cycle of 4 consecutive pointings in the ABBA scheme:
1. Basic reduction image (REDUCED_IMAGE)
2. One combined stare spectrum per pointing, co-adding all the exposures taken
in the same beam point, rectified and calibrated in wavelength
(REDUCED_MOS).
3. One combined ABBA spectrum, by summing the two combined spectra in the
A beam and subtract the sum of the two combined spectra in the B beam
(REDUCED_MOS_ABBA).
4. One accumulated spectrum, by averaging the ABBA spectra of point 2 built in
this and previous cycles (ACCUM).
The list below shows an example of the DRP results after the first two cycles. The
images appear in the folders that correspond to each observation.
•
•

The results of STARE_SPECTRA are:
000*-EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA-reduced_image.fits
000*-EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA-reduced_mos.fits

The results of LS_ABBA are:
000*-EMIR-LS_ABBA-accum.fits
000*-EMIR-LS_ABBA-reduced_mos_abba.fits

stare_spectra with separate sky observations

Per nodding cycle of 1 pointing at the SKY and another one at the OBJECT:
1. One combined stare spectrum per pointing, co-adding all the exposures taken
in the same dither point, either SKY or OBJECT.
2. One combined image (REDUCED_IMAGE) produced by basic reduction and
one rectified and calibrated in wavelength spectrum (REDUCED_MOS) by
subtracting the SKY spectrum from the OBJECT spectrum in point 1, and then
sum the combined spectra in the AB nod.
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The list below shows an example of the DRP results after the first cycle.
•
•

The results of SPEC_SKY:
000*-EMIR-SPEC_SKY-reduced_image.fits
000*-EMIR-SPEC_SKY-skyspec.fits

The results of STARE_SPECTRA:
000*-EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA-reduced_image.fits
000*-EMIR-STARE_SPECTRA-reduced_mos.fits

Image acquisition, IMG_ACQ

Per beam switch cycle of 1, 2 (AB) or 4 (ABBA) consecutive pointings:
1. Basic reduction image (RESULT_IMAGE).
2. One combined AB / ABBA image, used to show the objects in the slits
(OBJECT_IMAGE).
3. One image obtained combining all the images, without AB or ABBA
processing, used to show the slits in higher contrast (SLIT_IMAGE).
The list below shows an example of the DRP results after the first cycle.
•
•

The result of STARE_IMAGE is:
000*-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE-result_image.fits

The results of IMG_ACQ are:
000*-EMIR-STARE_IMAGE-object_image.fits
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